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Step 1
Begin by  creatng a 90 degree angle with one side frame piece and one top/bottom frame piece and securing
them with three of the wood screws provided. (figure A)

Step 2
Stand the assembly upright and attach the other side frame piece to the top/bottom frame piece using the
provided wood screws. (figure B)

TIP:
Figure A is easier on a carpet or rug

Parts List:

2 per cube2 per cube2 per cube

Wood
Screws

Top/Bottom Frame Piece

Side Frame Piece Long
Middle Dividers

4 per cube

Short
Middle Dividers

Tools
Required:

Screwdriver (phillips)
or cordless drill

not to scale



Step 3
Flip the assembly over and begin securing the second top/bottom frame piece. Only secure one side of the
top/bottom frame piece until the end of assembly, this will make insertion of the dividers a breeze.
(figure C)

Step 4
Gently lay the rack down on the floor while holding/securing the loose corner with your hands. Insert the
first long middle divider into the frame so that the notches are facing upward. Insert the second long
middle divider so that the middle notch  interlocks with the middle notch of the other long middle
divider. (figure D)
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Leave one
corner loose
until end
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Step 5
While holding the loose corner tightly together with your hands stand the rack upright. Begin inserting
the short middle dividers starting with the bottom of the rack. (figure E & F)
Insert the other two short middle dividers to the top part of the rack. (figure G & H)
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Step 7
Make sure the dividers are nice and flush with the outer frame. Secure the loose corner of the frame using
three of the provided wood screws. (figure I)
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You’re Finished
Wine Cubes expand with your collection. Fill an entire wall or wine cellar with Wine Cubes!
Cheers and thank you for your purchase.
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Thank you for your business. Remember, customer service is available to
answer your questions 24 hours a day. Please feel free to contact us for
all of your wine storage needs.800.584.0960 (24 Hours)

vinogrotto.com
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